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Welcome from chair
Dear Arts Mildura staff, stakeholders and supporters 

On behalf of Arts Mildura Board, I thank you for your hard work and support through 
2017. Arts Mildura’s revitalisation is due in no small part to your enthusiastic support 
and your belief in its future. I also want to thank Creative Victoria on behalf of all the 
Mildura arts community and its broader community, for its continued advice, support 
and commitment to a viable Arts Mildura.

Our strategy has been from October 2016 when I became Chair to revitalise Arts 
Mildura in the short term, focusing on its governance and financial structure and then 
to redefine its roles in the regional community it serves for the next decade and 
beyond. To that end we have recruited a new board with the expertise it requires to 
undertake this task; we have redefined its relationship to the broader Mildura 
community and as a consequence we have streamlined and rationalised the events it 
offers. 

Mildura Palimpsest Biennale, an event presented once every two years over one week-
end, has been replaced by a range of actions termed Mildura Contemporary Practice 
and presented all year round. In October 2016I the Board elected to replace Mildura 
Palimpsest Biennale, one of Arts Mildura’s major Festivals, with Mildura Contemporary 
Practice, believing that a residency-based program would more cost-effectively 
showcase contemporary art in Mildura than a large biennale-like event would over 
one weekend once every two years.

In order to proactively encourage community inclusivity as the hallmark of both Arts 
Mildura and Mildura Contemporary Practice, I proposed to both the Board and 
Creative Victoria that Mildura Contemporary Practice would consist of two levels of 
action; Gallery F, an artists-run space accommodating the practices and inputs of more 
than 40 artists based in Mildura and in the surrounding communities and the Museum

of Innocence, embracing the work 
of visiting national and international 
artists engaging in residencies of 
various lengths, depending on the 
proposed project.

Our Mildura Wentworth Arts 
Festival and Mildura Jazz Food & 
Wine Festival for various reasons, all 
to do with natural attrition of 
generational change and shifting 
demographics has been dissolved 
and will be superseded in 2018 by a 
series of events exciting fresh events 
including The Fringe, Storytelling 
Festival and World Music Festival, a

series of events focussing on Mildura’s burgeoning multicultural population and 
building social cohesion and community resilience 

Looking back over 2017 I feel inspired and encouraged to move forward and welcome 
a productive and engaging program in 2018. 

Domenico de Clario
Arts Mildura chair 2017

Arts Mildura acknowledges the Nyeri Nyeri and 
Latje Latje people on whose traditional land we work on and 

are located, and pay our respects to Elders past 
and present, their culture and continued connection to land 

and community.
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2017 Arts Mildura Board 
members

Stefano de Pieri – served as Chair
Krister Jonsson- served as Co-Chair
Mel Castleman- served as Co-Chair
Domenico de Clario- served as Deputy Chair
Jane Macallister – served as Secretary
Andrew Gross- served as Treasurer
Pat D’Aranjo – served as Treasurer
Ricky Mitchell – Board member
Dylan Leayr – Board member
Bob Utber – board member

2017 Staff members

Jo Creese
Helen Healy

2017 Sponsors and Patrons

Aesop
Andrew Peace Wines
Artback Australia 
Chalmers Wines
Collins Booksellers
Creative Victoria
Davison Motor Group
Duxton Asset Management
Gargouille
Gecko Physiotherapy
Government of the United States
La Trobe University Mildura
Mildura Brewery 
Mildura Living Magazine
Mildura Rural City Council
Nangiloc Colignan Farms
One Idea
One Stop Wholesaler
PEN Melbourne
Prime 7 
Ross Lake & Helen Vivian
Saunders Design Group
Stefano’s
Sunnyland Press
Sunraysia Arts & Learning
TASCO Petroleum
The Art Vault
Vittoria Coffee
Wentworth Arts
Wentworth & District Community Bank
Writers Victoria

62 
events
7,480 

attendance
40

members 
840 

hours contributed by
28

volunteers 
1,876 

Facebook followers
349 

E-news subscribers
382 

Instagram followers
652 

Twitter followers
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Mildura Summer Music 
Festival
January 2018

Artistic Director Sergio de Pieri

Chair Alison MacGregor 

Assistant Artistic Director Domenico de Pieri

Committee Cynthia Keenan

Meryl Hale

Stefano de Pieri

Pat D’Aranjo

2017 saw a rebrand change of name from the Murray River International Music Festival 

to the Mildura Summer Music Festival. The committee were able to create a festival 

with very small resources available and string reliance on the excellent relationship 

between performers and Sergio De Pieri. 

Programming aimed to feature artists with international reputations who are now 

calling Australia home, to celebrate the extraordinary quality and skill of Australian 

musicians. The festival also focused on being more local, more condensed and with a 

shorter running time than previous festivals. 

The committee felt it was time for a re-envisioned Festival, something that focuses on 

the name of Mildura rather than the Murray River, and emphasise a celebration of 

summer.

The 2017 Festival featured 13 internationally renowned Australia musicians with 

performances held at the Mercy Theatre, The Art Vault and the Museum of Innocence, 

Wentworth Town Hall and Broken Hill Regional Art Gallery. 

Outdoor events were reduced to avoid the risks associated with adverse weather 

conditions, as the festival needed to reduce production costs and to guarantee that 

the entire, albeit shorter, program would be successfully presented.

Visiting artists presented four well attended masterclasses for local musicians in 

violin, piano, recorder and guitar/lute, and private lessons on guitar, recorder and 

cello.  

The Festival aims to support young musicians access to events, providing a discounted 

ticket price of $15 for students, and children under 12 free. Total attendance across 

the Festival was approximately 300 dedicated music fans.

Mildura Summer Music Festival committee with Blair Harris at Mildura Arts Centre. 
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PERFORMANCES
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
Jeremy Kleeman is a graduate of Victorian Opera's Developing Artist Program. In 2016 
he received a Helpmann Award Nomination as Best Male Performer in a Supporting 
Role in an Opera. Olivia Cranwell holds a Master of Music (Opera Performance) from the 
Victorian Opera in partnership with the University of Melbourne. Oliva was a finalist in 
the Herald Sun Aria and winner of the audience choice award at the 2014 Italian Opera 
Foundation Awards. 

JOE CHINDAMO & ZOE BLACK
Routinely described as edgy and a welcome new and unique voice to Australian 
Chamber music. Joe Chindamo is a pianist, composer, arranger who can comfortably 
take his place amongst the best jazz pianists in the world. Zoe Black is a violinist's 
violinist, known for her beauty of sound and natural virtuosity. 

INVENTI ENSEMBLE
Ben Opie (oboe) · Ryan Williams (recorder) · Nick Pollock (theorbo · lute)
Three of Australia's most talented musicians came together in Inventi Ensemble to 

present this musical journey through the ages. Award winning oboist Ben Opie has
performed internationally as a soloist, collaborative and orchestral musician. Ryan
Williams, “the Jimi Hendrix of the recorder” has a similar passion for cross-artform 
collaboration and improvisation and is a vibrant stage performer. Nick Pollock is one of 
Australia's leading period instrument specialists. 

EMMA JARDINE
Emma played an exquisite program of unaccompanied violin, including Prokofiev violin 
Sonata and Sculthorpe. Emma  studied alongside Streeton Trio members with world 
leaders in chamber music and performed extensively all around the world. 

STREETON TRIO 
Emma Jardine (violin) · Blair Harris (cello) · Benjamin Kopp (piano)
Described by Musica Viva as “Australia’s most internationally successful piano trio,” the 
Streeton Trio was formed in Switzerland in 2008, by three young Australian musicians. 
From 2010 to 2013, Streeton Trio was in residence at the prestigious European 
Chamber Music Academy. 

MASTERCLASSES
Visiting artists presented four well attended masterclasses for local musicians in violin, 
piano, recorder and guitar/lute, and private lessons on guitar, recorder and cello.  

“Mildura is a beautiful place to visit and we love the food 
and wine scene. We are very curious to see that Mildura 

has to offer as we had heard 
the festival is great” 

-Emma Jardine- Streeton Trio

Streeton Trio perform to a captivated crowd at the Museum of Innocence
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Mildura Writers Festival
July 2017

Artistic Director Paul Kane

Chair Donata Carrazza

Deputy Chair Helen Healy

Committee Stefano de Pieri Judi Harris

Win Scott Rebecca Butterworth

Hilary Thiele Sheridan Stewart

Maree Jones Caitlin McMahon

Presented by Arts Mildura and established in 1994, the Mildura Writers Festival 

presents three days of words, food and wine featuring Australian and international 

writers. Essentially for writers and readers, with an emphasis on place and conviviality, 

it is considered to be one of the finest literary events in the country. It continues to 

grow in stature and the committee and volunteers work tirelessly to ensure guests 

and visitors to the festival experience a high-quality event.

The festival enjoys relationships with long term partners and sponsors such as Creative 

Victoria, La Trobe University and Mildura Rural City Council, with celebrated Australian 

poet Les Murray as its patron, who together contribute to the high regard in which our 

festival is held.

Artistic director Paul Kane, awarded an honorary doctorate (honoris causa) in 2013 

from La Trobe University for his contributions to the cultural life of Australia and to the 

La Trobe University community, continues to build on the partnerships with La Trobe 

University to present celebrated Australian and International authors. The calibre of 

the authors is impressive, including two Pulitzer prize winners and a Nobel laureate 

and contributes to attracting audiences and raising the prestige of the already well 

regarded, Festival.

The presence of such highly regarded authors has proved invaluable for La Trobe 

University, Sunraysia TAFE and Secondary School students as they engage in the 

festival program, including the introduction in 2014 of the Writers in Action program, 

exposing La Trobe students across three campuses to the authors and professional 

development within the Festival.

The Mildura Writers Festival again experienced increased audience numbers and 

overall package sales, with most events at capacity. This year, visitors represented 

76%, with the remaining 24% participants coming from the region.

The 2017 Mildura Writers Festival committee
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2017 GUEST AUTHORS

Judith Beveridge is the author of six award-winning collections of poetry. Her New and 
Selected Poems will be published in 2018. She was a recipient of the Philip Hodgins 
Memorial Medal in 2005. She currently teaches poetry writing in the post graduate 
Creative Writing program at the University of Sydney. 

Peter Boyle has published seven books of poetry. His awards include the New South 
Wales Premier's Prize for Poetry, the Queensland Premier's Prize and the ACT Judith 
Wright award. He was awarded the New South Wales Premier's Prize for Literary 
Translation..

Stephen Edgar’s books, Eldershaw and Exhibits of the Sun, were both shortlisted for the 
Prime Minister’s Literary Awards. He has received the Grace Leven Poetry Prize (2003), 
the Australian Book Review Poetry Prize (2005) and the Philip Hodgins Memorial Medal 
(2006). 

Helen Garner started out in 1977 as a novelist and since then has published ten books 
of fiction, essays, and long-form non fiction. In 2016 she won a Windham-Campbell 
Award from Yale University for her body of non fiction writing. 

Natalie Harkin is a Narungga woman from South Australia. She is an academic and 
activist-poet with an interest in the state's colonial archives and Aboriginal family 
records. She has written for Overland and Southerly and her first poetry manuscript, 
Dirty Words, was published by Cordite Books in 2015. 

Gail Jones is an Australian academic and fiction writer, the author of two short-story 
collections and six novels. Her fiction has won many awards in Australia and been short-
listed for international awards, including the Dublin IMPAC and the French Prix Femina
Etranger. 

“The most convivial and enjoyable literary festival in 
Australia - a model of its kind.” 

-Peter Rose

“One of the acknowledged gems in the Australian 
Literary Event calendar”

-Robyn Archer

Les Murray, the festival's patron, is Australia's most celebrated poet internationally: his 
work has been published in seventeen languages and has garnered numerous awards, 
including the T.S. Eliot Prize, the Queen's Gold Medal for Poetry, the Petrarch prize, the 
Mondello Prize, and the Christopher Brennan Award. 

Jason Porter has an MFA in fiction from Hunter College in New York where he studied 
with Peter Carey and Colum McCann. His first novel, Why Are You So Sad? was 
shortlisted for the Paris Literary Prize. 

A.S. Patric’s debut novel, Black Rock White City won the 2016 Miles Franklin Literary 
Award. He is also the author of Bruno Kramzer, a novella, and two collections of stories: 
Las Vegas for Vegans (shortlisted for the Steele Rudd Award in the 2013 Queensland 
Literary Awards) and The Rattler & other stories. 

Carrie Tiffany’s first novel, Everyman’s Rules for Scientific Living, was the winner of the 
2006 Western Australian Premier’s Fiction Prize and the Dobbie Award. Her second 
novel, Mateship with Birds (2012) was the winner of the 2013 Christina Stead Prize for 
Fiction and the inaugural Stella Prize. 
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AWARDS AND INITIATIVES

Philip Hodgins Memorial Medal (1996)
The Philip Hodgins Memorial Award introduced in 1996, acknowledges an Australian 
author who best reflects the high standards and distinguished literary 
accomplishments that Philip Hodgins consistently advocated and exemplified in his 
poetry. Peter Boyle became the 21st winner of the award taking home a beautifully 
crafted medal and $5000 prize money.

US Consulate General, Melbourne supported author (2012)
Presented in collaboration with the US Consulate General, Melbourne, the Festival has 
hosted high caliber American authors who represent winners of the Pulitzer Prize, 
Fulbright Scholarship, PEN USA Lifetime Achievement Award, National Book Critics 
Circle Award and a member of The American Academy of Arts and Letters and 
represent some of America’s major literary institutions. 2017 author was Jason Porter.

Writers in Action (2014)
The Writers in Action program is a collaboration with La Trobe University offering 
students the opportunity to complete an accredited La Trobe subject while attending 
the Bendigo or Mildura Writers Festivals. It gives students the chance to network with 
experienced authors and other key players in the writing world through exclusive 
writing seminars and workshops, media access to festival presenters and invitations to 
VIP festival welcome events and keynote sessions. In 2017 36 students from across 
Victoria were given free access to all non meal events and all had access to authors 
across the weekend.

Mildura Indigenous Writers Award (2015)
Presented in collaboration with PEN Melbourne and Mallee District Aboriginal 
Services, the award was judged and presented in 2017 by award winning poet, Natalie 
Harkin who said of the joint winners Patrick Lawson and Maya Hodge. “Both Lawson 
and Hodge portrayed moving and direct insights to unique stories of

resilience and cultural/family pride against histories odds. Congratulations to 
Mildura’s community of Aboriginal writers and storytellers! May you continue to 
support each other create great work, and to share your important stories from your 
beautiful part of the world.” Writing workshops for the participants were conducted 
by Ely Cobby Eckerman (April 2017) and Natalie Harkin (July 2017). 

Mildura Writers Residency (2015)
The Residency invites and supports writers to propose a project that will enhance the 
regional or national cultural landscape. The awarded residency provides a private 
studio in Mildura for the month of July, access to the region for research and 
workshops and a place in the Mildura Writers Festival program. The 2017 Writer in 
Residence, Stella Prize winner, Carrie Tiffany, developed a sound project in the Mildura 
community based on John Shaw Nielsen’s The Loving Tree.’

Tina Kane Emergent Writers Award (2016)
Tina was particularly welcoming to young and newly emergent writers, who often 
expressed their gratitude for her personal warmth and attention. Hers is a tradition 
the Mildura Writers Festival intends to mark and continue with this annual award. The 
2017 winner was Indigenous poet, Natalie Harkin who received a $3000 cash prize 
sponsored by AESOP.

2017 Writers in Action participants at La Trobe University
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Mildura Contemporary 
Practice
Ongoing
Chair
Domenico de Clario, Mildura 

Advisory Committee
Prof Gini Lee, Murdoch Professor of Landscape Architecture, Melbourne University
Max Delany, Director Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne
Yhonnie Scarce, artist, Melbourne
Dr Rebecca Coates, Director Shepparton Art Museum, Shepparton
Dr Kevin Murray ex Director Craft Victoria, South Project, Melbourne
Dr Helen Vivian, curator of Mildura Palimpsest Biennale, author, Mildura
Jane Scott, curator, ex NGV, MCA, Tarrawarra Museum of Art, Melbourne
Steven Rhall, artist, Melbourne
Ann Hayward, Chair, Gallery F Committee, Mildura
Jennifer Gadsden, ex-Director Swan Hill Regional Gallery, Mildura 

Mildura Contemporary Practice has hosted the work of many national and international 
artists in the Museum of Innocence Mildura, the Arts Mildura Gallery situated at 33 
Deakin Avenue, whose practices range across performance, sound, video and visual art.

In keeping with the vision proposed in a Museum of Innocence manifesto in September 
2016, none of the resident artists or any performing artists or arts group that Mildura 
Contemporary Practice has hosted through the last year has been charged a fee to work 
or exhibit in the Museum of Innocence. In order to minimize the artists’ expenses many 
stayed cost-free in Domenico’s home through their stay in Mildura.

Consequently, the entire program has been run without Mildura Contemporary Practice 
receiving any funding at all from AM, or for that matter from any other source. 

Throughout the year MIM hosted a number of rehearsals by local musicians and singers 
as well as a number of craft workshops run by various clubs and associations.

Ren Walters, artist in residence and Domenico de Clario, 
MCP Chair at the Museum of Innocence, Mildura.
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MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE (MIM)
In January 2017 Erin Halliburton, a local young artist now studying Fine Arts at Monash 

University took up a one-month residency and made a series of ongoing installations 

titled ‘Collective Vulnerability’. 

Later in January MIM successfully hosted various events and concerts that were 

featured components of the Mildura Summer Music Festival. 

In February 2017 Italian international artists Laura Cionci took up a residency with 

MIM. During her residency Cionci made a performance video in the Perry Sandhills and 

on the banks of King’s Billabong. This video was screened in the Italian city of Volterra 

during the last few days, giving rise to a series of possible exchanges with Italian artists 

of note. 

Through April and May MIM hosted a series of musical collaborative evenings titled 

‘Seven Sunset Songs’, involving local musicians Don Mayne, Catherine Threlfall and 

Domenico de Clario.

In June Dr Sharon Jewell, a lecturer at QUT School of Art in Brisbane began her  

residency by cycling up from the Mornington Peninsula. This journey became the focus 

of her one-month residency, involving drawing, installation, performance, painting and 

sound work. She is currently completing a publication based on her residency in MIM 

titled ‘Sense of Distance’. At the end of June a public performance was presented in 

MIM for the winter solstice, involving a number of artists and musicians, including 

Sharon Jewell and Ren Walters.

Early July saw MIM hosting many significant events of the Mildura Writer’s Festival, 

including workshops presented by writer in residence Carrie Tiffany and various 

readings. Carrie Tiffany also created a sound/site-specific installation titled ‘Drive’ for 

MIM, which featured through the Festival. At the same time I installed a series of my 

paintings in MIM titled ‘triestement’, which served as a backdrop for Festival events. 

Later in July internationally renowned musician Kristin Rule was in residence in MIM 

presenting two workshops and two multimedia performances for MC, involving 

improvised solo cello and video projection. In late July MIM hosted the very 

successful exhibition of photographic portraits of women living and working in the 

Mallee titled ‘Female Heroes’. This exhibition had previously been installed in MAC.

August saw the arrival in MIM of celebrated Castlemaine sound and installation 

artists Rose Turtle Ertler who received Creative Victoria funding for her residency 

with MIM. Rose presented many workshops to the community, including an ongoing 

involvement with the Christie Centre and with Rio Vista Social Club. She constructed 

a large-scale installation of her collection of insults and compliments gathered from 

the local community and presented a number of public performances. 

In early September MIM hosted an exhibition of creative work of the sixth grade 

students of Mildura Primary School. This event was of course extremely well 

attended by parents and relatives of the children! In late September the national 

Regional Youth and Performing Arts Foundation presented an evening of song, dance 

and music in MIM.

In October MIM hosted an exhibition of graduates work from Chaffey College and in 

November an exhibition of the work of graduates from La Trobe University’s 

Photography/Graphics stream. 

Later in November Ren Walters returned to present a series of sound workshops 

and performances. Ren also made a series of paintings and drawings and took part 

in a number of collaborative performances involving local musicians and invited 

guests from Melbourne. 
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Gallery F
Ongoing

Chair Ann Hayward
Deputy chair Jenna Matthews
Secretary Helen Turner
Treasurer Heather Lee
Media Team Kerryn Sylvia and Gwynneth Pender
Artist Liaison Team  Lyn McDonald and Win Moser
Marketing Officer Jenna Matthews

Bob Jankowski

Gallery F is a volunteer run organisation that seeks to support local artists and crafts 
people in their creative journey. They aim to develop opportunities for building artists 
skills and knowledge through exhibition opportunities, workshops and professional 
development. The space is welcoming of artists in all sages of their careers.

In 2017 Gallery F presented 16 exhibitions, supporting 93 local artists, and 14 of those 
artists through their debut exhibition experience.

Gallery F enables local artists to demonstrate and share with the public their creative 
skills, often for the first time, and to engage with their communities as artists. The 
Gallery acknowledges local student artists from High School, TAFE and Latrobe by 
offering affordable end of year shows in a public gallery.

Due to the generous patronage enabling access to 33 Deakin Avenue, Arts Mildura 
provide Gallery F with the exhibition space, an office, use of facilities and utilities, 
administration and marketing support.

Gallery F chair Ann Hayward in front of work by Kelsey Hewitt at St Josephs College student 
exhibition Collective Possibilities

“It is absolutely amazing and a credit to everyone. 
It has brought everyone together with everyone so 

passionate about what they were doing- all were learning 
together and nurturing each other. 

The energy and feeling has been really positive and exciting”

-Gwynneth Pender- Earth Art curator
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EXHIBITIONS
FEBRUARY
Lyn McDonald- Rust and Stitch. 
Soft Sculpture installation experimenting with printing with rusted objects onto fabric 
and plant dying, to create images within images.

MARCH
Gallery F Group Exhibition- Earth Art
15 artists were challenged to create art from the environment. Curated by first time 
curator Gwynneth Pender.

Textile Play Workshop
Participants had the pleasure of engaging in this unique workshop to develop their skills 
in textile techniques. Layering fabric with paint, appliqué, glitz and stitch by machine 
and/or by hand, participants applied their new skills under the guidance of  Valarie 
Robinson; a trained teacher and artist who exhibits her textile art nationally and 
internationally.

APRIL
Jacqui Close- Water Mirrors.
Installation exploring human dimensions to the environment, the visceral energy of place 
and the disconnections to space through a personal experience of changing location.

Eve Nelson -Seascapes, Landscapes, Still Life & Imagination
Using themes of humour, personal observations of real life events, along with 
imagination to develop a group of painting works.

MAY
Kerryn Sylvia- Uplifted
A multi media installation exploring the fragile balance of nature and humanity tinged 
with irony and unexpected humour. Artist in residence throughout exhibition.

JUNE
Brooke Hammence – Echoes of Silence
Installation including mirrors and paintings.

Kate Cotching- We Lost and We Won
An exhibition of painting and soft sculptures that highlight everyday struggles and 
achievements, playfully challenging the way we see victories..

L'éphémère By Jean-Nicolas Weryha
Pop up show by international artist. Three days only

JULY
Carol Craig- Texture within Nature
Photographic and video installation portraying the wonderful textures that are present 
for us to view in everyday scenes around us.

Jayne Bawden, Renae Pennicuik, Jennifer Gadsden- Mildura Pottery Club- Clay3
Three local clay artists presenting a variety of works around the theme of social 
connections, communication and human interaction.Works by Eunice Wake admired during the Beyond the Glass Bowl exhibition 
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Walk Wentworth Sing
March 2017
Committee and volunteer facilitators
Catherine Threlfall – Sunraysia Arts & Learning

Anne Hederics- Artback Australia

Walk Wentworth Sing is a flagship community event for Arts Mildura, growing in 

participation and community relevance since its inception in 2014. The project brings 

existing and emergent instrumentalists and choirs together in a series of free, mentored, 

community and school workshops culminating in a weekend of choral and instrumental 

performances and a massed community music experience at the Wentworth Town Hall.

Choirs, Community singing and instrumental groups join with other singers and musicians 

as part of a fantastic afternoon and evening of wonderful music. The afternoon is a 

pandoras box of musical styles with groups presenting their own prepared repertoire and 

the evening combines all adult and student, singing and instrumental work in a joyous 

concert. 

In 2017, Professional Choir Leaders and musicians, Jane Thompson and James Rigby 

travelled from Castlemaine for free preliminary workshops for combined choirs, singers 

and instrumentalists. They also perform and lead the singing for the evening concert at 

the Wentworth Town Hall.

This fantastic program brings together musicians from across the Sunraysia region in an 

intergenerational, culturally diverse setting to inspire, transform and create exciting 

musical experiences for the participants and audiences alike. It is particularly engaging for 

the community as it involves a range of venues in Wentworth and a diversity of choirs, 

instrumental groups, schools, and other groups. 

AUGUST
Susan Howe- Poshu (Projects Of Self Help Uganda)

Mildura based philanthropist exhibition of photographs that capture English Classes in the 

village across Uganda, as part of a long-term project in the country

SEPTEMBER
Gallery F Group Show- Suspension 
21 Local artists showing works in response to the theme of Suspension. Curated by 

Gallery F committee member Bob Jankowski. 

OCTOBER
ArtRageUs – Group show
Representing 10 artists from the ArtRageUs program- an allowing individuals with 

disabilities to access programs to identify their learning needs .

NOVEMBER
Eunice Wake & Jennifer Matthews- Beyond the Glass Bowl
An exhibition of glass art by two local artists.

Makers & Artists Mildura Website Project Launch
Local artist and maker and Mildura Contemporary Practice advisory committee member 

Jennifer Gadsden, participated in the 2017 Northern Mallee Leaders Program, a 

development program which aims to inspire and assist people to make significant 

difference in their local communities. Jennifer identified a need for a local makers and 

artists website which will assist in promoting all the artists and makers of our region. 

DECEMBER
TAFE & La Trobe University students- Merge
Student group show featuring work from 11 local emerging artists and designers across 

LA Trobe University and Sunraysia Institute of TAFE Mildura. 

St Josephs College- Collective Possibilities
15 young artists from the local college.
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The program provides access for regional residents to experience international quality 
performing artists, and opportunities for local student musicians to gain experience by 
working with professional music directors. 

In 2017 we saw the inclusion of over 140 local school children accessing workshops, and 
around 60 children performing in the event for the first time. There were over 200 
musicians performing in the concert, and there were 4 community workshops accessed 
by 150 community singers and musicians, and audiences of around 500 throughout the 
concert.

Participating Choirs and Instrumental Groups
Sunraysia Drum Circle
Rio Vista Social Club, Chinese Choir
Stray Notes
Sunny Street Singers
Dominic Chorale
Sunraysia Community Choir 
Students from 3 local schools 

Personally, I love the feeling that is created when learning 
happens with a room full of people who are new to each 
other, sharing their skills and talents with each other and 

making something that can be presented to an audience in 
real time! It is a very powerful shared experience and one 

that is hard to access in a remote area such as Sunraysia. “

-Tammie Leamon, 
Music Specialist St Josephs & Red Cliffs Primary School Jane Thompson and James Rigby

Local school children participating in 2017 Walk Wentworth Sing free choir workshop
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